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Edifier HECATE G2BT gaming headphones (red)
Ensure you have the right equipment as you prepare for a vigorous game. Edifier G2BT headphones are a must-have for any gamer! The
40-millimeter  drivers  provide  crystal  clear  sound,  while  the  high-end  microphone  allows  you  to  communicate  freely  with  your  team
members.  RGB  backlighting  helps  create  a  gaming  atmosphere,  and  Bluetooth  5.2  connectivity  ensures  reliable  transmission.  The
product is widely compatible, extremely lightweight and can work for up to 36 hours.
 
Turn yourself into a listener
Allow yourself full immersion into the gaming world with the G2BT headphones. The dynamic 40mm drivers provide crystal clear sound
and will surprise you with powerful bass and rich detail. What's more, the headphones support two modes - Game and Music, so they're
perfect for any circumstances!
 
Stay in touch with your players
Want  to  get  involved  in  the  game  and  create  the  perfect  tactics  with  your  team members?  The  microphone  that  the  G2BT  model  is
equipped  with  will  make  it  possible  for  you!  The  device  will  accurately  record  your  voice,  and  ENC  noise  cancellation  technology  will
eliminate unnecessary background noise, so nothing will distract you.
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Claim victory in style
Create a unique gaming vibe with Edifier headphones. The G2BT model features RGB backlighting, which adds to the aesthetic appeal of
the hardware. You can freely choose the color from the many available suggestions. The adjustable headband allows you to customize
the equipment. Functionality, stunning design and comfort are the hallmarks of gaming headphones.
 
Forget about limitations
Afraid that the headphones will discharge during an important game? Don't be! The G2BT features a powerful rechargeable battery that
allows the equipment to run continuously for 36 hours (if the RGB backlight is turned off) or 24 hours (when you use the backlight). The
time it takes to charge the headphones is about 2 hours. A USB cable is included, with which you will power the equipment with energy.
 
Even more convenience
Depending on what kind of entertainment you happen to be in the mood for, you can conveniently choose the headphones' mode from
two  options:  Music  and  Game.  The  G2BT  support  Bluetooth  5.2  technology  and  feature  a  PixArt  chip,  so  you  can  enjoy  a  reliable
connection and low latency of 40 ms. You'll always react quickly to your opponent's movement and won't be caught off guard!
 
Refined design
A huge advantage of the G2BT headphones is their light weight - they weigh only about 180g. As a result, you can comfortably use them
for a long time without suffering any negative effects. The soft earcups will effectively wrap around your ears, providing full comfort. The
material from which they are made is pleasant to the touch and skin-friendly.
 
Wide compatibility
Edifier G2BT headphones are compatible with most popular devices. They work with smartphones, tablets, laptops and gaming consoles.
You  can  use  them  with  any  hardware.  What's  more,  the  buttons  provide  ease  and  convenience  of  use.  Indulge  yourself  in  the
convenience that G2BT provides!
 
Included:
Headphones
Charging cable
Sticker x3
User manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Name
G2BT Low Latency Bluetooth Gaming Headset
Model
G2BT
Bluetooth version
5.2
Bluetooth profiles
HFP, A2DP, AVRCP, HSP
Range
up to 10m
Transducers
40 mm
Impedance
32Ω
Audio codecs
SBC
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Input
5V / 500 mA
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz
Sensitivity
94dB
Charging time
Approximately 2 hours
Usage time
Approximately 24 hours (backlight on) Approximately 36 hours (backlight off)
Weight
180 g
Dimensions
173 x 183 x 88 mm
Color
Red

Price:

€ 46.49
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